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Learned Curates.—Among the burning ques
tions of the day is that of the comparative value 
of learning as an element in the usefulness of min
isters. Some hold very strongly and firmly that 
devotion to deep scholarship is a positive hindrance 
to practical success as a clergyman.

Another Booth—and a more useful one—is 
Mr. Charles Booth, who devotes himself with such 
business tact and care to the consideration of solu
tion of the various problems of Pauperism which 
have been agitating Londoners for years, and 
among which the other Booth has been indulging 
in wild empirics.

Sunday at the Chicaoo World's Fair is exciting 
a good deal of attention across the ocean. The 
Fnglish Lord’s Day Observance Society sends a 
strong memorial to the American management 
against Sunday opening. Among the signatories 
are quite a number of Bishops and Deans, besides 
laymen of title and influence.

Bishop Ellicott, the veteran Greek scholar and 
commentator on the New Testament, ought to feel 
well pleased at the almost universal notice which 
his recent defence against the Higher Criticism 
has received, and the respect with which the 
weighty utterances of this theological Nestor have 
been noted even by hostile critics.

“ Tithe and Thrive,” a Jewish proverb, learned 
from ages of practical experience, seems to be as 
true as ever, not only of Jews, but of all who have 
confidence enough in God to practise the rule. 
We) must remember, too, that the Jewish tithe 
is no bare tenth, given gingerly and grudgingly, but 
rather two or three tenths rolled into one.

1111,h ( m in iiMF.N and Missions. The upper 
side of the Church’s ministry and laity is being 
challenged point blank to show cause why they do 
not, as a class, exhibit more active and energetic 
support of missions among the heathens abroad.
A short answer seems to he ready—because they 
are so busy among the heathens at home !

Lnglish Mess or Irish Stew ” is the indig
nant phrase coined by a newspaper writer as a 
commentary on the suggestion that the crowding 
in Irish cabins does not prevent Irish social purity 
l>eing proverbial. This correspondent seems to 
think that Lnglish chastity stands quite as high as 
that of Ireland under the same circumstances.

The London Clerical and Lay Vnion has in
dulged the new departure of admitting ladies to 
full membership. Drawing-room meetings of a 
distinctly social character have been instituted. It 
is a kind of union of the “ F.vangelical ” adherents 
of the Church in that great city—a kind of “ mu
tual improvement.comfort,and protection society.”

Census ok English Religion.—It is amusing to 
notice the earnestness with which dissenters in the 
Old Country deprecate the careful enumeration of 
adherents of various religions. The Hack remarks 
—apropos of a Welsh census—“ Churchmen are 
always challenging the dissenters there to an 
equitable enumeration, and they always decline the 
challenge.’’

“ Digging up Homer and the Bible.”—This 
phrase, formulated by Prof. Sayce, has been com
ing true ever since. There is a curious parallel 
between the discoveries of Homeric and of Biblical 
antiquities, which is so far providential that it pre
vents critics from saying that we apply a different 
measure and test to the Bible from those which 
are applied to secular books.

“ All-out-doors," says the Living Church, some 
people would like to make the Protestant Episco
pal Church—on the plea of making it roomy 
enough to take in all who can’t get on elsewhere 
—a very “ cave of Adullam.” Our lively con
temporary has no hesitation in advising the line 
to be drawn very stiffly somewhere in discrimina- 
ation against undesirable acquisitions.

Bishop Harold Browne, whose death took place 
lately, is a great loss to the Church Episcopate. 
His name is chiefly identified with his masterly 
“ Exposition of the xxxix. Articles ” ; a work so 
complete and exhaustive, so clear and dispassion
ate in its reasoning, that it made the Bishop’s 
reputation for all time, and left no room for other 
theological writers to exercise their ingenuity on 
that subject.

The Bloemfontein Election of Bishop was 
characterized by somewhat peculiar arrangement 
of the voting elements. The clergy nominate, by 
their own choice of a candidate, for approval of 
tfye lay vote. The latter may refuse consent, 
and the clergy have to vote another candidate. 
It is also their practice to elect a substitute, or 
secondary choice, in case the first refuses to accept 
their election.

The Recall of Father Hall seems destined to 
bring the Brotherhood question to a crux, which 
it will be difficult to get over, and involving the

propriety of the vow of Obedience to superior auth
ority in the community— which is one of the 
the Three Vows commonly taken as necessary to 
the successful working of all regular Brotherhoods 
and Sisterhoods, so long as the members live a 
common life.

The Rhythm of the English Bible.—There are 
some excellent remarks in the January Expository 
Times upon the tenacity with which people cling 
to the old version in preference to the revised.
No doubt there is a good deal in the affectionate 
familiarity which we feel in the cases of sequences 
of English words which have acquired a musical 
force all their own, and any change therefrom 
seems impertinence.

The Patriarchate of Canterbury continues to 
engage the pens of many learned and clever 
writers in the Guardian and elsewhere, as a mat
ter of some moment to be settled in view of the 
enormous growth of the Anglican Communion.
It is quite certain that some means should be 
taken to define and describe the office of “ alterius 
•>rhis papa ” : to say who should be primus inter 
pares among so many.

The “ Denison Declaration ” not Unanimous.
—We find in the Guardian an indignant protest 
from Archdeacon Wilson against the wording of 
the now famous concordat, devised by Archdeacon 
Denison, in support of Scripture Inspiration. The 
protesting Archdeacon does not mince matters and 
makes out a strong plea for the office of Reason in 
dealing with Scripture, though he seems to agree 
with the spirit of the declaration after all.

Net Result of Newman’s Secession.—Arch
deacon Wilson, in a recent address, made some 
very good points about the sensation at Oxfcrd 
fifty years ago. He says, “ it drew Rome nearer 
to England, rath r than England to Rome ”—as 
was feared—and that 14 the Romeward movement 
was effectually stopped by restoring to the English 
Church all that was best in the Church of Rome.” 
Nothing else could have effected all this so well.

Church Membership.—The question as to who 
are not members of the Church of England has 
been revived by no less a person than Rev. New
man Hall. He claims to be a “ nonconforming 
member ” of the Church, and to have a right to 
interfere, if things therein do not please him. The 
claim is, of course, a reductio ad absurdum it is 
the claim of those who set the laws of the Church 
at defiance to upset those laws in regard to thers 
who obey them.

The Booth Scheme seems in danger of realizing 
the prophecies of its strongest opponents, and the 
“ General ” may ere long be left in the lurch. 
He has had to be content with only a little pver 
£100,000—not the million of capital, or JÊ80,000 
of income that he desired. The income is so greatly 
deficient that the small capital available and 
unused, has to be used. Meantime many unobtru
sive old charities have been drained to bolster up 
this new scheme.

Sermonettes for Children is an innovation 
which we owe, in their latest shape at any rate, to 
the rector of St. Mark’s Church, Malone, in the Dio
cese of Albany. His idea—put in practice in his 
parish—is to give the children present a special five


